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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters! 

 

Here again some inspiration, based on the words of 

True Father, True Mother and Heung Jin Nim: 

 

Father: "God desires to travel the world of the 

human heart, with all its inner beauty, more than 

He desired to create heaven and earth." [1] 

 

If our heart is beautiful, then God is attracted to it. 

 

Unfortunately, because of the fall, not every 

human heart attracts God. The more our heart 

grows and develops and resonates with the love of 

God, the more God wants to travel and be in our 

heart. 

 

Since God is "love-addicted", he is addicted to 

those human hearts that are loving the way He 

does. He is pulled towards them, even if He would 

not want that. He simply cannot help it. He is more 

attracted to a divine heart of love than to the rest of 

creation. 

 

We human beings also are more attracted to people 

with genuine love than to the creation. Even the 

creation is attracted to such people. Because God as well as people and creation all want to experience a 

heart of true love. 

 

God is not attracted to power, knowledge, authority or money. The more we come close to God, the more 

we, too, are not interested anymore in such things. Only true love will matter to us. 

 

We were not created for money, knowledge, power or authority. We were created for love, for the 

perfection of love. We were created to become God-like, when it comes to love. We were created to 

become even better than God: 

 

True Father: "God wants His partners of love to be better than Himself. His beloved partners are none 

other than us, human beings." [2] 

 

True Father: "Your family is the third generation in front of God. Your family represents True Parents. 

Therefore you should be better than I am." [3] 

 

True Father: "You should aspire to become embodiments of God, embodiments of the True Parents..... In 

fact, all these Parents want you, their embodiments, to be better than they are." [4] 

 

To be better than God and True Parents does not mean to train ourselves to sleep less than 2 hours per 

night. It does not mean that we have to go to Heung Nam prison camp. It simply means to constantly 

develop our hearts, never being satisfied with the level of love we are at, striving wholeheartedly, every 

day, to reach higher and higher levels of love: 

 

Heung Jin Nim: "Brothers and sisters, don't be satisfied with the level that you are at. Please reach out 

every day for a new level." [5] 

 

And "every day" means our whole life long. The more we develop our love by exercising it in all kinds of 

relationships and situations, the more we become happy people: 

 

True Father: "The king of happiness is the one who is living with the love of God. At that point, he 

couldn't care less about worldly knowledge, power and authority or money. The only thing that matters is 

the omnipotent love of God. Truly the only knowledge we need is knowledge about love." [6] 

 

It may not be the only knowledge we need, but it is certainly the most important one. Applying this 

knowledge will make us into people that God is attracted by, that He cannot leave for a second. 



 

Knowledge of love we get through studying True Parents' and Heung Jin Nim's words about love, but, 

even more importantly, through life experiences and asking True Father, Heung Jin Nim and Jesus to 

teach us true love. 

 

By perfecting our love not only will we become happy people, but also good fortune will come to us, 

according to what Jesus said, that everything will come to those that seek the Kingdom of God first. 

 

Striving to become perfect in love is indeed the same as seeking the Kingdom of God, and not only 

seeking it, but building it. 

 

We all have the full potential for perfecting our heart and love. True Parents have opened the way, and we 

have to consequently, consciously and consistently walk the path of true love, loving the way God does: 

 

True Mother: "True Parents opened the way for humanity to be reborn and engrafted to the ideal lineage 

of the Heavenly Parent through the Blessing. True Parents paved the path for us to be able to restore 

ourselves and achieve individual perfection." [7] 

 

That is what God has waited for since the fall of man. It is the fulfillment of the hope of God and 

humanity. 

 

Love from Bruno 
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